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the software is not very popular or user-friendly, but it does remove vocals, but its not for removing
vocals from mp3, mp4 or mp3+g files. it can only work with wav files. this tool has been designed for
people who have no knowledge of audio. its interface is very simple and easy to use and is available
for free. this tool has an interface that is really user-friendly and easy to use. it has a comprehensive

range of features and you can remove vocals, instrumentals, and drum sounds. it has a nice
automated process which makes it easy to use and it even allows you to split the audio files for

download. once downloaded, all you have to do is to upload the file to a windows pc running kanto
audio mix and it will analyze it. kanto audio mix is the first and only audio analyzer that comes free
with the ability to read, analyze and remove vocals. unlike other applications that only support mp3,
kanto audio mix supports all audio file types including flac, wav, wma, ogg, mp4, aac, aiff and others.
the kanto audio mix is an audio analyzer that can be used to extract vocals from any audio file you
choose. it can be used to remove vocals from kar files (karaoke audio recorders), kkl files (karaoke
karaoke lyrics) and mp3 files. it also allows you to analyse the audio file to see which part is your

singer's voice and which is the background vocals. the kanto audio mix is a powerful audio analyzer
which comes completely free and does not require you to purchase anything or pay for any license.

it allows you to remove vocals from any music file with ease.
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